Architectural Umbrellas

Instant Shade Umbrellas are proud to be a distributor of the Skyspan
range of Architectural Umbrellas. Skyspan umbrellas are at the cutting
edge of design and manufacture of commercial outdoor umbrellas.
Skyspan Umbrellas are Australian made and owned and are designed to
be long lasting and able to withstand wind gusts of up to 120kph.
They are ingeniously designed for ease of installation and ease of
client use.
The umbrellas have a solid, heavy duty powdercoated structural
aluminium frame and come with the option of a 10 year guaranteed
gearing mechanism which makes opening and closing the umbrella with
a removable handle a simple task. The canopy is made from a low
maintenance, heat reflective, UV treated, fully welded PVC membrane.

Our range includes cantilevered, centre mounted, retractable and
portable umbrellas. All of our umbrellas are 100% weather and UV proof,
and consist of a wide range of sizes and colours. They can be custom
made to suit client needs, with optional add-ons such as heaters, clear
drop down curtains, screen printing and lighting.

Instant Shade Umbrellas can offer expert advice and assistance with
installation of the entire range.

Instant Shade Umbrellas
51 Capella Cresent, Moorabbin VIC 3189
(03) 9555 9535
www.instantshadeumbrellas.com.au

ARCHITECTURAL UMBRELLAS
Skyspan umbrellas are available in the following ranges:
Horizon Range
Centre column, non retractable umbrellas suitable for the harshest of conditions and wind rated to 120 kph.
Suitable for environments where the umbrellas an be open permanently and do not need to be closed.
Sunset Range
Wind-rated to 120 kph, engineered and manufactured in Australia using the best quality materials to give
strength, elegance and durability. Centre column, fully retractable umbrellas suitable for Resorts, Café’s, hotels
and all areas where the umbrellas need the option to be retracted quickly.
Vista Range
Incorporating the cantilever arm allows the Vista range to provide a clear area under the canopy, the Vista range
is retractable and has an option to pivot 360 degrees to cover more than one area, also allowing it to be
retracted and pivoted out of the way to allow sunshine in the cooler months.
Panorama Range
The Panorama range has been designed to incorporate clear drop curtains with a water flow controlled gutter
system that can be attached to the perimeter frame providing the ultimate outdoor entertaining solution for all
seasons – plus a 150 kph wind rating.
Accessories & Customisation
Skyspan umbrellas can be customised with accessories such as clear wall curtains, rain lips, heaters and lighting.
Frames can be powder coated in almost any colour and canopies can be manufactured in a wide range of PVC
colours. Printing of logos, marketing slogans and business names is also available – the only limit is your
imagination!
Clear Curtains and Rain Lips
Zip ‘Frog’ welded to umbrella.
skin for removable
connection to skin membrane

Zip ‘Frog’ welded to umbrella.
skin for removable infill panel
welded to clear Wall Curtain

Top Bracket bolted to
umbrella arms

Vertical 32 x 32
RHS support legs
Bottom foot
plate bolted to
slab footing

Zip connection to
other wall curtain

Clear wall

Heaters and Lighting

Electrical heater casting
bolted to arms of umbrella.

Circular light fittings 2 bulb upside and
2 bulb downlighting. 500mm distance
from edge of the arms

Cable Path through the umbrella
pole and base plate as indicated
by broken line

Electrical access hatch to the
pole for ease of connecting to
the electrical wiring and
installing the lights on site.
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